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Do you know thattowel day is celebrated on every 25th of May? On the basis of usesthe towels are classified into
different types. There are many types such asbeach towel Youth Denzel Ward Jersey , foot towel, hand towel, bath
towel, oven towel, disposable towel Kareem Martin Jersey Giants ,sweat/gym towel, tea towel, bar towel, bar towel,
disposable John Franklin-Myers Jersey Rams , sports and others.

The uses of towelinclude:

Towels are used to dry the body after washing/bathing, heavy exercise or swimming.Towels are also used to wear. It can
act as a pillow or a blanket.One can use towel to catch insects, and other small animals with care.A towel can protect can
you from sun rays, it can act as a sun-shade.Hot and wet towel can be used for hair treatments and as pain relievers.You
can wrap your delicate things in a towel, like camera lens Trent Murphy Jersey Bills , glasses or some food items.You
can use it as curtain, carpet to sit on it and to cover the things in your room to avoid dust.Cold wet towel can be a source
of comfort in summers and in case of fever too.Wet towel can be used for kids to clean their faces without washing
them.Wet towels are also used to clean the hands before and after eating meal.A towel can serve you as a
tablecloth.Colored and embroidered towels are a perfect decorative cloth for washrooms.Place a towel on the kitchen
shelf and arrange wet dishes on it. The dishes will be dried soon.Towels are ideal shoe cleaners.
Some extra-ordinaryuses of towel are:

Pure white towels with two holes for eyes can make you a ghost.Towels can be sewed in such a way that they could
serve you as beach bag.Towel can serve as a rope.You can use old towels as filling in your pillow.There are measuring
towels that can help you measure different parts of your body.
All theabove-mentioned uses of towel are not just enough; there are thousands of otheruses. Tennis towels (sports
towel) are also in the list of tennis accessories.All the uses of towel are also applicable in case of tennis.

Live tennis players also use embroidered towels. Thetowels have embroidered tennis logos, tennis brands logo, names
of players towhich the towel belongs, names of different companies Keke Coutee Jersey Texans , tennis balls,
racquetsand other tennis related patterns. If someone is well aware of embroidery art,can work on his/her towel. One can
write his/her name with the favorite logo.It will make your towel unique. There are special shops that offer you to
makeyour towel embroidered according to your own choice. Different live tennis brands also offer readymake tennis
towels with colored patterns and embroidered logos.

A player should keepin mind that he or she should not use anyone else towel. It can causeinfections and allergies. .
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